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Affinity: The only CRM you want to use 

Affinity is the most useful customer relationship management (CRM) platform for relationship-
based businesses, which is most businesses. It differentiates with a simple GUI, relationship science, 
and a revolution of data-entry automation. Affinity is constantly updating contacts with live 
information from the web and hosts a community that combines the best qualities of LinkedIn with 
the awesome insights one could get by scrubbing emails and other professional communications.  

1. Is the prize large enough?            
Yes. Affinity creates value for any enterprise that drives value from relationship building. 
Enterprise CRM is a $200B global market and growing quickly according to Gartner, but I see 
potential horizontal integration to B2C, EMS, Publishing, Data Provision/Analytics, Social 
Media, Communications, and E-Commerce.  

2. Has the team proven integrity, vision, and execution?    
Yes. Affinity was founded 5 years ago by two software engineers right out of Stanford. They 
are now crowned ‘Forbes 30 Under 30’ after raising $40M in venture funding. There is a lot 
of youth on the management team, but notably, Drew Oetting and David Ibnale sit on the 
board. Oetting (8VC) is known for great early bets on Oscar Health, Blend, and Plated. Ibnale 
(Advance VP) is a former MD with TPG, so there are pros looking over their shoulders. 
 

3. Does the product have a clear value moment addressing worker pain points?       
Yes. Contacts are populated automatically and ‘come alive’ with far more updated 
information and insights than you would expect with no manual data-entry or training.  
 

4. Can passionate users drive enterprise adoption?              
Right now, no. There is no frictionless bottom-up sales approach, but there is plenty of 
potential to offer one contingent to investment. 
 

5. Are there powerful network effects?      
Yes. The ‘ally’ feature allows users within and across organizations to share professional 
networks. The more users and allies on the system, the more useful the CRM becomes.  
 

6. Is there a clear exit market?  
Yes. Enterprise CRMs that gain traction are attractive IPO candidates. 

A CRM is only as good as the quality of its information and actionable insights. Most CRMs in the market 
rely on tedious manual data-entry and generate few if any meaningful actions, so they become chores 
to use and folks eventually stop using them altogether. A CRM needs to be more than the sum of its 
parts, and Affinity is leading the CRM market from stale database to dynamic network manager. Affinity 
made a big impression on me because I found joy in interacting with it, which is strange for enterprise 
software. I championed a transition to Affinity from Salesforce IQ over the summer with Alpha Venture 
Partners and I believe it has already paid tremendous dividends by generating opportunities that they 
could never have seen otherwise. It is a CRM you want to use, which is exciting enough for me, and I 
know how exciting it will be to managers that understand the value of a properly managed network.  


